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The natural face has, up to now, been a sign of individuality, an expression of personality and of authenticity. Face-

recognition has established itself as a standard for biometric processing and for visual data analysis. At the same 

time, this genuine record of human faces is losing validity in the age of digital image processing, 3D scanning and 

rendering. »Face« becomes »surface«, with individual characteristics algorithmically smoothed out; no social 

network or news app that does not require a profile picture. This is because the significance of your own face only 

appears in encounters with other people. 

 

At the same time, faces relate closely to participation in politics, society and culture. Faces determine the media, they 

influence opinions and attitudes. We can show our face but also lose it. And so, a belief in showing your face 

publicly also confronts a culture of masking and pixilation. 

 

The face became a separate subject of research. The cultural sciences speak about a »facial society«
1
 since the 1990s. 

In regards to the history of the portrait and variety of faces in the media, we do have to realise that we are »familiar 

with its faces predominantly in the form of artefacts«
2
 . This means that every form of facial depiction presents itself 

as a human mask and fails in capturing an image of life itself.
3
 Or, as Jean-Luc Nancy has put it: »In portraits, our 

opportunity for real presence evolves, evaporates and resolves itself right before our eyes«.
4
 

 

It is against this background that »FaceTunes«
5
 takes up the current conditions governing faces and how they are 

presented in contemporary art. What we are presenting ranges from, among other things, videos, photographs, 

paintings and drawings to installations and objects. Our exhibition enquires equally into the significant role of 

portraits today as into the growing acceptance of artificial faces. It develops ways of seeing human faces, which go 

beyond the traditional notion of portraits, the relationship of faces to masks or the boom in selfies. »FaceTunes« 

brings in contemporary artists investigating faces as a polyphonic medium existing within the tension between 

having a face and facelessness. 

 

Curator: Thomas Thiel  

                                                 
1 Cf. Gerburg Treusch-Dieter/Thomas H. Macho (Hg.), Medium Gesicht. Die faciale Gesellschaft, Ästhetik & Kommunikation 25/94+95, Berlin: 
Elefanten-Press 1996. 
2 Sigrid Weigel, Das Gesicht als Artefakt. Zu einer Kulturgeschichte des menschlichen Bildnisses, in: Sigrid Weigel (Hg.), Gesichter. 

Kulturgeschichtliche Szenen aus der Arbeit am Bildnis des Menschen, München: Wilhelm Fink Verlag 2013, p. 7. Quote translated by Stan Jones. 
3 Cf. Hans Belting, Faces. Eine Geschichte des Gesichts, München: C.H. Beck 2014. 
4 Jean-Luc Nancy, Das andere Porträt, Zürich/Berlin: Diaphanes 2015, p. 7. Quote translated by Stan Jones. 
5 The title of the exhibition is inspired by the mixed-media installation "Face Tunes" (1967) by American artist Simone Forti. In this work, Forti 
transfers the outline of human portraits into musical scores to be recorded with a flute. A current reference is also the photo editing app 

»Facetune« (first published in March 2013), which allows an algorithmic retouch of portrait photos and selfies. 



 

 
 

 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PROGRAM 

FRI, 25. AUGUST 2017, 19 UHR 

Opening of the exhibition »FaceTunes« 

SAT, 26. AUGUST 2017, 15 UHR 

Artist talk with the artists of »FaceTunes« 

SAT, 26. AUGUST 2017, 17 UHR 

Special guided tour »Let’s face it« with Prof. Johannes Grave, Joris C. Heyder and Britta Hochkirchen on the 

occasion of the GENIALE science festival. In cooperation with Bielefeld University, Faculty of History, Philosophy 

and Theology (Tour in German) 

SUN, 03. SEPTEMBER 2017, 17 UHR 

Curator’s guided tour with Thomas Thiel 

SUN, 17. SEPTEMBER 2017, 17 UHR 

Curator’s guided tour with Judith Heßler 

THU, 19. OKTOBER 2017, 19 UHR 

Lecture »Das Gesicht. Zur Ausstellbarkeit von Imagebildung, Kontrollversuchen und Unerreichbarkeit« with 

Kathrin Meyer, curator of the exhibition »The Face. A Search for Clues« at Deutsches Hygiene-Museum, Dresden 

(Lecture in German) 

SUN, 22. OKTOBER 2017, 17 UHR 

Curator’s guided tour with Judith Heßler 

THU, 02. NOVEMBER 2017, 19 UHR 

Lecture »Fremd und doch vertraut. Das Gesicht im Wandel der Zeiten und Medien« with Prof. Dr. Sigrid Weigel, 

Professor of Literary Studies and Cultural Studies, Berlin (Lecture in German) 

SUN, 05.NOVEMBER 2017, 17 UHR 

Curator’s guided tour with Thomas Thiel  

 

 

BROCHURE 

To mark the exhibition, a 32-page brochure will be published (German/English) with texts by Thomas Thiel and 

Judith Heßler (ISBN 978-3-941735-40-8). 

 
GUIDED TOURS 

During our exhibitions, we offer free guided tours every Sunday at 5 pm. Besides that, we offer individual guided 

tours and workshops upon request. 
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You’ll get further information related to the exhibition in the press section of our website or upon request. 

 

CONTACT 

Bielefelder Kunstverein im Waldhof  

Welle 61 

D-33602 Bielefeld 

T +49 (0) 521.17 88 06 

F +49 (0) 521.17 88 10 

kontakt@bielefelder-kunstverein.de 

www.bielefelder-kunstverein.de 
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